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2020 EIMA A NNUAL M EETING
L ARGEST IN O VER 15 Y EARS
By all accounts, the 2020
EIMA Annual Meeting was the
best in over a decade. The
number of attendees increased to the largest in recent memory, being led largely by the additional contractors in attendance.
The meeting was full of informational sessions, networking
opportunities, and tools that
will help lift the industry to
new bounds. Above all else, it
was led and showcased by
rooms full of passionate individuals with the best interests
of the EIFS industry at heart.
This year’s oceanfront location definitely enhanced the
experience of all that were in
attendance.
If you did attend the meeting,
please consider answering

the exit survey that should be
in your inboxes now. If you
were unable to attend the
annual meeting, stay tuned for
recaps of the meeting across

all social media platforms, the
EIMA website, and the postmeeting edition of EIFS Briefs.
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N EW G ROUP F ORMS TO A DDRESS
C OMBUSTIBILITY AND
S USTAINABILITY

After months of planning and
organization by the American
Chemistry Council (ACC), the
North American Modern
Building Alliance (NAMBA)
came into being in January of
2020. This new group’s mission is dedicated to leading
advocacy, communications,
education, research and project management on combustibility issues and the safe
and effective use of plastic

building materials with regard
to building envelope fire performance. The goal is to make
NAMBA the recognized leading
voice on the topic of the safe
and effective use of plastic
building materials with regard
to building envelope fire performance. EIMA is a founding
member of this new group and
is on its Executive Council.
NAMBA has four strategic goals

that fall within the broad categories of: 1) communications,
2) codes and standards, 3)
advocacy, and 4) building
relationships with key audiences. One of the first tasks of
the group is to establish a
website that will convey accurate information about plastic
building materials. NAMBA
mirrors an almost identical
organization that was formed
in Europe over a year ago.

EIMA B E AT S A T T E M P T T O U S E
EIFS A C C E P TA N C E C R I T E R I A
I N A P P RO P R I AT E LY
An attempt to use EIFS criteria inappropriately for a new
roofing/exterior system has
been beaten back by EIMA. The International Code
Council’s Evaluation Service
develops what is known as
acceptance criteria that
shows a product’s or system’s
compliance with the building
code. A product manufacturer of dome shapes proposed
that EIFS lamina could be
used to coat these shapes,
some of which would be in a
horizontal configuration, thus
becoming de facto roofing.
This reference to EIFS and

use of the EIFS acceptance
criteria was opposed by EIMA
since: 1) the new product would
be perceived as EIFS, 2) it used
EIFS as a roofing application, 3)
there was a lack of testing of
the new product, and 4) placed

too much unwarranted risk
exposure and liability on EIFS
manufacturers. EIMA presented oral arguments to the ICCES on February 4, ICC-ES
agreed to support the EIMA
position on that day.

EIFS Briefs
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A DVO C AC Y A N D L E G I S L AT I V E
E F F O R T S C O N T I N U E A C RO S S US
From Georgia to Buffalo, EIMA
and its allies are combating
negative zoning ordinances,
building codes, and misinformation to increase the opportunities for the EIFS industry.
There are statewide efforts in
Georgia and Tennessee that
are attempting to mirror legislation approved during the
2019 legislative session in
Texas. EIMA is working with a
well-known lobbying firm in
Georgia and will continue to
request the entire Georgia
membership reach out to their
local representatives in support of these initiatives.
On the local level, EIMA continues to make progress with
educating government officials
and individuals who work in

planning and zoning departments. Thanks to efforts from
contractors and distributors,
conversations are moving in
Greenville, SC and Buffalo,
NY, where previously attempts

were stonewalled. As the legislative sessions continue to
move forward, EIMA will be updating the entire membership
on how interested parties can
get involved.

EIMA T A K E S A I M AT P RO P O S E D
ASTM A/WRB
The coalition led by the American Chemistry Council to
thwart any attempt to limit the
use of foam insulation on

buildings in New York City
convened a conference call
in early January. EIMA is a
member of this coalition. The

primary purpose of the call
was to provide an update on
what was going to occur in
the upcoming NYC Construction Requirements and Materials Committee: One final
attempt to come to resolution
on the issue of permitting
exterior foam insulation before the matter goes to mediation.
The ACC coalition held firm on
its position at that last meeting with the result that the
conflicting sides in the matter
are now looking to be in mediation within the next couple
of months.
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Until recently, the EIMA Contractor Committee only met
once a year during the EIMA
Annual Meeting. A goal set by
Sarah Aird-Nichols was to
expand this committee to one
that set and accomplished
goals throughout the year.
Several contractors attended
the conference call to recap
2019, while considering a
host of goals for 2020. One of
the primary efforts undertaken

since the 2019 EIMA Annual
Meeting was to approach organizations that could assist
with addressing the worker
shortage the construction industry is dealing with. As such,
meetings have occurred with
representatives from the ACE
Mentorship Program and
NCCER’s Build Your Future,
both which help to educate
students of high school age
and younger. Continuing with
this effort, a representative

from NCCER’s Build Your
Future program addressed
one of the sessions during
the 2020 EIMA Annual Meeting.
More meetings will take place
in the coming months to help
continue pushing forward a
list of 2020 goals that were
discussed during the 2020
EIMA Annual Meeting.
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Due to the 2020 EIMA Annual
Meeting being held early in
the year, the issuing of EIMA
membership dues invoices is
delayed.

NEW THIS YEAR!!! EIMA
members will be able to pay
membership dues online!
Stay tuned for more details.

Be on the lookout for your
firm’s membership dues invoice to arrive in the mail in
the coming weeks.

EIMA thanks you for your
continued support of the EIFS
industry and we look forward
to a successful year serving
you and your firm.

